The EPiC TLC enables you to network, professionalize, and to share and access resources. Experience the joy of high quality international teaching and learning!

Access the EPiC TLC by simply using your university login data https://s.kit.edu/epictlc

Contact & Support
Please reach out to tlc@epicur.edu.eu with questions, contribution ideas or requests concerning the EPiC TLC.

The EPICUR Centre for International Teaching and Learning
- hosts a Community of Practice for educators and educational developers/supporters
- facilitates international teaching and learning
- is a virtual space exclusively accessible for members of the EPICUR European University Alliance
- allows you to
  ▶ connect with peers from the EPICUR Alliance
  ▶ explore values and opportunities for EPICUREan teaching and learning
  ▶ grow your international teaching competences

Co-funded by the ERASMUS+ Programme of the European Union
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101016926

Your community of practice for educators to connect, explore and grow
Let’s connect!
Enter the EPiC TLC to enjoy...

Community Events
▷ experience sharing
▷ networking opportunities
▷ impulses for teaching and learning

Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
▷ virtual exchange spaces
▷ focus on specific areas of interest
▷ collaboration opportunities

Collaborative Teaching Practice
▷ co-teaching preparation
▷ exchanging ideas among educators
▷ sharing and accessing joint course materials

Connect, collaborate, and thrive within a vibrant community of like-minded educators. Join educational events, discussions and special interest groups. Exchange insights and foster meaningful border-crossing relationships that expand your horizons and enrich your educational endeavors.

Let’s explore!
Enter the EPiC TLC to discover...

EPICURean Teaching & Learning
▷ benefits of international teaching and learning
▷ guidance and resources to support course development
▷ practical information on how to offer cross-border courses

Repository of Didactic and Pedagogic Resources
▷ sharing and accessing resources
▷ self-study courses, articles, websites
▷ filter by interest

Explore a wealth of curated resources, from pedagogical strategies to cutting-edge educational technologies. Discover teaching and learning in EPICUR and access a diverse collection of materials to support your (international) teaching endeavours and empower your students’ learning journeys.

Let’s grow!
Enter the EPiC TLC to benefit from...

Learning with and from International Colleagues
▷ collaboration with peers and experts
▷ international framework of teaching support centres
▷ trainings, workshops, reflections

Tailored Trainings
▷ variety of formats: online, on-site, self-paced
▷ international teaching and learning
▷ digitally enhanced teaching and learning

Enhancing your international profile
▷ international teaching competence
▷ modular certification programme
▷ recognition of your engagement

Grow and develop your skills, joy, and effectiveness as a professional educator. Engage in tailored training modules, workshops, and collaborative learning opportunities that elevate your teaching practices and enable you to flourish as a professional in (international) higher education.

EPICURean Teaching & Learning Repository of Didactic and Pedagogic Resources OER - Open Educational Resources Learning with and from International Colleagues Tailored Trainings Enhancing your international profile Connect, collaborate, and thrive within a vibrant community of like-minded educators. Join educational events, discussions and special interest groups. Exchange insights and foster meaningful border-crossing relationships that expand your horizons and enrich your educational endeavors.

Explore a wealth of curated resources, from pedagogical strategies to cutting-edge educational technologies. Discover teaching and learning in EPICUR and access a diverse collection of materials to support your (international) teaching endeavours and empower your students’ learning journeys.

Grow and develop your skills, joy, and effectiveness as a professional educator. Engage in tailored training modules, workshops, and collaborative learning opportunities that elevate your teaching practices and enable you to flourish as a professional in (international) higher education.